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led by Real Networks is optimized for delivery of all
major file formats to any wireless network, with the
broadest support for mobile delivery standards.
However, although the above companies advocate
their wireless support for contents delivery, their
technical details on how to keep the content
consistency have not yet clarified nor verified.
In a mobile CDN, an important issue to be resolved
is consistency management, which means the cached
replicas on different sites must be updated if the
originals change. If a requested object can be provided
to the user with the latest version, the user will not
need to contact the remote origin server to get the
updated object. Therefore, the appropriate consistency
control of server replicas benefits content providers by
reducing latency for their clients, and benefits ISPs by
reducing bandwidth consumption and transmission

ntegrated

consistency-control algorithm for mobile contents
delivery network (M-CDN) to enhance the efficient
uti ization of network

resource

and

mobility. Firstly, by carrying

support the cl ient

analysis of
mobile surrogates
characteristics, for a given
content which has been changed on its original node,
only a Iimi ted number of its rep Iicas instead of al
replicas are updated. Then, if a replica has been
selected for update, the latest version will be sent
from an algorithm-decided site instead of from its
original server.
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1 Introduction

cost.

With the rapid developments of wireless
communication technologies, a mobile contents
delivery network has appeared to facilitate a set of
moving nodes to communicate with each other via
short-range wireless transmission protocols such as
IEEE 802.11, Blue-tooth or Ultra Wide Band (UWB).
In the mobile CDN, a moving node receives
information from its neighbors, or from remote nodes
by multi-hop transmission relayed by intermediated
moving nodes [1][2].
This technology has attracted many attentions and
applications: for example, the Nokia mobile server has
been proposed to make a web-server running on a
mobile phone accessible from the Internet using any
web browsers. Furthermore, the Helix mobile server
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The conventional consistency methods for wired
networks could not be efficiently carried out in mobile
environment. It is because: in contrast to conventional
CDN systems in wired networks that consist of
surrogates, mobile CDN are subjected to the
limitations of long-lived nature of typical multimedia
sessions, wireless bandwidth, and the dynamically
changed network topology. Challenges arise in how to
improve the structure design and data consistency in a
mobile CDN [3]-[5].
In this paper, we therefore propose an optimal
algorithm for controlling Web consistency in mobile
content delivery overlay.
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Theory Analysis

2

3.1: Scalable Contents Selection
We consider an overlay network that has K mobile
nodes. Each node / (/=1,..., K), has a Aj
(bytes/second) which denotes an aggregate request
rate from clients to the server.
As for the contents, we assume that there are J
different contents in our mobile CDN. A parameter
Pj defines the request probability for content/
According to the Zipf distribution which the
distribution of many Web accesses follows, the
probability that the content j is requested can be
obtained as follows:

pj

=

V
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w

where v a are parameters of the Zipf
distribution, and vt} is the ranking of request times.
We assume that there is a Request Routing (RR)
function in each node. The RR maintains the
residence time value rqJ for each client q in node / 's
,

zone.

Then, the relative residence of

a

client with

a

node/can be

Assume that a client firstly enters in the area of
node / and then requests contents j, we can get the
probability that the content y is requested from node /
to be:

w

For each node k, if it is in the coverage area of node
then
we can get:
/',

Duk
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Let Zk denote the capacity (the number of
simultaneous sessions) of node k, and Z is the number
of total sessions happened in the whole network
within a testing past period. Then the average sessions
happened in node k during the past period can be:

a*/Z

(5)
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A free-degree is defined as follows to show the
number of free sessions in node k.

/*

=

(Zt-(At/£ Ak)-Z)/Z,

(6)

Assume that the received signal strength (RSS) of
the node k is RSSk .The probability that its signal is
better than the threshold is:

(3)

3.2: Scalable Node Update
In a conventional method, if a surrogate decides to
fetch the latest version of a modified document, it will
contact the modified document's original server to

<

k={l,2,...K}&

(2)
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fetch its latest version. However, this method causes a
bad load balance if all requests going to the original
server. Furthermore, fetching the contents also
increased the extra network traffic.
Assume that the node i has a coverage area denoted
by the radius of caf and its distance between node k is

lk

=
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P

{RSSk > Thresh}

{RSSk \RSSk Thresh}/T
>

(7)

where Thresh is the set threshold and T is the total
detecting times within the testing period.
We define an index for scalable update as follows:
V
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Assume that there are K ( Xkjj =1, k={l,...,K} )
replicas of content 7 sleeted to be updated, for a replica
at node k an update priority Ak will be calculated

Let Xujs be a parameter which takes a binary value of

,

according to

Xij= 1 (if content7 is stored in node /')
(10)
XhJ= 0 (otherwise)
Then, we can get a matrix X of which element is JQ;,
which represents a placement pattern of contents.
For the nodes, which are in the coverage of node /,
and also have the replica of content 7, we can select
the node k with the maximum update index by
; *

k Sl X kJ
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4 Conclusion
proposed a novel algorithm for
consistency control in mobile contents delivery
overlay. More simulation results will be carried out
from the practical viewpoint. Furthermore, theoretical
modeling for consistency control should be expanded
and sophisticated.
In this paper,

(ll)

max(A k)
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EquaJ7.

The latest version of content j will be sent to the
node (which replica need to be replicated ) from node
k with the lowest Ak.
Therefore, the latest version will be sent from an
algorithm-decided site instead of its original server
resulting in the reduction of network traffic and user

Proposal

we

We present our algorithm as follows:
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given content j changes at its original server
o(j% a consistency priority 0i j will be calculated
according to Equa.3. For content j's each replica iXi;j
=\) over the whole overlay network, only when its
priority 0i j is beyond the threshold, the replica of
content 7 at node / will be updated.
Otherwise, this replica will not be updated until a
new request for content j happens at the site / next
When
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Content Placement for Mobile Content Distribution

Step2: Lowest Delay Update
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